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THE ZASSENHAUS LEMMA IN STAR-REGULAR
CATEGORIES
OLIVETTE NGAHA NGAHA
Abstract. The Noether isomorphism theorems and the Zassen-
haus Lemma from group theory have a non-pointed version in a
suitable categorical context first considered by W. Tholen in his
PhD thesis. This article leads to a unification of these results with
the ones in the pointed categorical context considered by O. Wyler,
by working in the framework of star-regular categories recently in-
troduced by M. Gran, Z. Janelidze and A. Ursini.
Introduction
A finitely complete category C is said to be normal [13] when it is
pointed, and any arrow f : X → Y has a factorisation f = me with
e a normal epimorphism and m a monomorphism, and these factorisa-
tions are pullback-stable. Equivalently, a normal category is a pointed
regular category in which every regular epimorphism is a normal epi-
morphism.
In [16] O. Wyler investigated a large class of pointed categories
in which the (Noether) isomorphism theorems and the Zassenhaus
Lemma, well known in group theory, remain valid. These categories
are very close to the ideal determined categories recently introduced
by G. Janelidze, L. Ma´rki, W. Tholen and A. Ursini in [12], which are
normal categories (with binary coproducts) in which the normal image
of a normal monomorphism is again a normal monomorphism.
In his doctoral dissertation [15], W. Tholen gave a non-pointed ver-
sion of the isomorphism theorems and of the Zassenhaus Lemma in
a regular category [1] satisfying some suitable conditions. This inter-
esting result was recently mentioned in the talk Categorical algebra
Key words and phrases. Factorisation systems, ideal of morphisms, normal cat-
egory, star-regular category, ideal determined category, good theory of ideals, iso-
morphism theorems, Zassenhaus lemma.
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without axioms? at the Workshop in Categorical Algebra. Recent de-
velopments and future perspectives which took place in Gargnano in
2011.
A natural question was then to look for a common extension of these
two results, by considering a context which has already shown to be the
useful for unifying and comparing results from pointed and non-pointed
categorical algebra, recently introduced by M. Gran, Z. Janelidze and
A. Ursini [7]. This context is essentially based on the notion of an ideal
N of morphisms in the sense of C. Ehresmann [4], which also plays a
role in the work of M. Grandis in Homological Algebra [10]. The pointed
context is recovered by choosing N to be the class of zero morphisms
of a pointed category, while the non-pointed context, called the total
context is obtained by choosing N to be the class of all morphisms of
a category.
In the present paper, we unify the results recalled above by proving
the validity of the isomorphism theorems and the Zassenhaus Lemma in
any star-regular category [7] satisfying some suitable properties. In [7]
it was shown that the notion of star-regular category is the context that
unifies a regular category in the total context, and a normal category
in the pointed context.
The paper is organised in three sections. In the first section, we
briefly recall the main notions and results from the theory of “star-
relations” needed in the following. In the second section, we prove the
isomorphism theorems (Proposition 2.8. and 2.9.) in a star-regular
category, by introducing a condition which is important for our work,
called property (∗), which holds true both in the total and in the pointed
contexts. Finally, in the last section, the Zassenhaus Lemma is estab-
lished in a suitable categorical context (Theorem 3.3.), that will be
more general than both the contexts considered in [15] and in [16].
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1. Star-regular categories
This section is devoted to recalling some basic aspects concerning
“star-relations” in a category with finite limits that will be useful later
on. The reader will find further details in [7].
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A class N of morphisms in C is an ideal of morphisms when for two
composable morphisms f : A→ B and g : B → C of C, if either f ∈ N
or g ∈ N , then the composite gf belongs to N . A category C equipped
with such an ideal N of morphisms is called a multi-pointed category
[7]. This notion of a category equipped with an ideal of morphisms was
introduced by Ehresmann [4] and was used by M. Grandis in [10].
A star in a multi-pointed category (C,N ) is a pair of parallel mor-
phisms τ = (τ1, τ2) : T ⇒ X such that τ1 ∈ N ; it is a monic star
when, moreover, the star τ has the property that for any two mor-
phisms u, v : U → T of C such that τu = τv (this means that τ1u = τ1v
and τ2u = τ2v), then we have u = v. In other words, the pair (τ1, τ2)
is jointly monomorphic. The N -kernel of a morphism f : X → Y is a
morphism k : K → X of C such that the composite fk ∈ N and which
is universal with this property: for any other morphism g : L → X
such that fg ∈ N , there exists a unique morphism µ : L → K such
that kµ = g:
K
k // X
f // Y
L
g
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
µ
OO
An N -kernel of a morphism is always a monomorphism.
When N -kernels exists, any relation ρ = (ρ1, ρ2) : R ⇒ X on an
object X in C gives rise to a monic star ρ∗ = (ρ1k, ρ2k) : K ⇒ X
where k : K → R is the N -kernel of ρ1. ρ
∗ is the largest subrelation
(as monic-star) of ρ. In particular, if ∆X : X ⇒ X is the discrete
equivalence relation on X , we have ∆∗X = (kX , kX) : K ⇒ X , where
kX : K → X , is the N -kernel of 1X .
A kernel star of a morphism f : X → Y is a star κ = (κ1, κ2) : K ⇒
X such that fκ1 = fκ2 and universal with this property, i.e. for any
other star κ′ = (κ′1, κ
′
2) : K
′ ⇒ X such that fκ′1 = fκ
′
2, there exists a
unique morphism µ : K ′ → K such that κµ = κ′:
K
κ //// X
f // Y
K ′
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤ κ′
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
µ
OO
A kernel star is always a monic star. In the presence of N -kernels, it
is easy to see that the kernel star of an arrow f : X → Y is given by
Eq(f)∗ ⇒ X where Eq(f)⇒ X is the kernel pair of f .
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A star-pullback is a diagram
S
σ // //
g

X
f

T //
τ
// Y
of stars and morphisms such that fσ1 = τ1g and fσ2 = τ2g, and for any
other star σ′ : S ′ ⇒ X and any other morphism g′ : S ′ → T such that
fσ′1 = τ1g
′ and fσ′2 = τ2g
′, there exists a unique morphism h : S ′ → S
such that σ1h = σ
′
1, σ2h = σ
′
2 and gh = g
′:
S ′
σ′
$$$$
g′

h

S
g

σ //// X
f

T //
τ
// Y.
These notions of “star-relations” give the well-known notions as fol-
lows:
(a) Any pointed category C with zero object 0 can be seen as a
multi-pointed category by choosing for the ideal N the class
of zero morphisms: in this case, one refers to it as the pointed
context. In this context, a star is essentially an arrow of the
category (=the second component, since the first one is a zero
morphism), while a monic star is a monomorphism. The kernel
star of a morphism is the classical kernel of this morphism and
the notion of star-pullback gives back the well-known notion of
a pullback.
(b) IfN is the class of all morphisms in a category C, one calls it the
total context : in this case, a star is a pair of parallel morphisms
and a monic star is a jointly monomorphic pair of parallel mor-
phisms. The kernel star of a morphism gives the notion of kernel
pair of this morphism, and a star-pullback becomes the notion
of joint-pullback (see [3], for instance).
The following lemma gives us a way to get an important tool in
our work: namely the factorisation of a star as a regular epimorphism
followed by a monic star (uniquely up to isomorphism).
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Lemma 1.1. [7] Let (C,N ) be a multi-pointed category with N -kernels.
Then, for a composable pair of morphisms A
f // B
g // C such that
the composite gf ∈ N and f is a regular epimorphism, then g also
belongs to N .
In the pointed context, this lemma says that if gf = 0 and f is a
regular epimorphism, then g = 0. In the total context, this lemma
becomes trivial.
Convention. We shall always assume that the category C is a finitely
complete regular category.
Thus, when (C,N ) is a regular multi-pointed category with N -
kernels, any star (λ1, λ2) : X ⇒ Y factorizes (up to isomorphism)
as a regular epimorphism followed by a monic star
X
e
    ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
λ1 //
λ2
// Y
Z
µ1
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
µ2
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
Indeed, if we consider the usual factorisation in C
X
e  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
(λ1,λ2) // Y × Y
Z
(µ1,µ2)
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
of (λ1, λ2) by a regular epimorphism followed by a monomorphism, we
use Lemma 1.1 to conclude that (µ1, µ2) : Z ⇒ Y is a monic star.
For a morphism f : X → Y and a star λ : U ⇒ X , we call f(λ)
the image of λ along f which is the (monic) star f(λ) : f(U) ⇒ Y
obtained in the factorisation of the star fλ as a regular epimorphism
followed by a monic star
U
f ′ //

λ

f(U)
f(λ)

X
f
// Y
The star-inverse image of a star σ : T ⇒ Y along a morphism f :
X → Y denoted by f−1(σ)∗ : f−1(T )∗ ⇒ X is the star obtained in the
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following star-pullback
f−1(T )∗ //

f−1(σ)∗

T
σ

X
f
// Y
Equivalently, f−1(σ)∗ is obtained by taking the star of the usual in-
verse image of the star σ along f i.e., f−1(σ)∗ = (f−1(σ))∗ or similary,
f−1(T )∗ = (f−1(T ))∗.
Remark 1.2. If f is a monomorphism and σ : T ⇒ Y is a monic
star, by abuse of notation, we shall write f−1(σ)∗ = (σ ∩ f)∗ or with
sources, f−1(T )∗ = (T ∩ (X ×X))∗.
Definition 1.3. [7] A star-regular category is a regular multi-pointed
category (C,N ) with N -kernels in which every regular epimorphism is
a coequaliser of a star.
In the total context, a star-regular category is simply a regular cat-
egory. In the pointed context, a star-regular category is the same as a
normal category in the sense of [13], i.e. a pointed regular category in
which any regular epimorphism is a normal epimorphism.
In a star-regular category, any kernel star κ : K ⇒ A has a coequa-
liser written f : A→ A/K.
2. Isomorphism theorems
In this section, (C,N ) will always be a regular multi-pointed cate-
gory and sometimes, we shall omit to mention N if there is no confu-
sion.
Definition 2.1. [8] A diamond in a regular multi-pointed category C
is a commutative diagram of the form
X
f
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
e
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
Z
g   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ Y
h~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
W
Such a diamond is :
(a) a regular diamond if all arrows are regular epimorphisms;
(b) right saturated if f(Eq(e)∗) = Eq(h)∗;
(c) left saturated if e(Eq(f)∗) = Eq(g)∗;
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(d) saturated if it is both left saturated and right saturated.
Definition 2.2. [8] A morphism f : X → Y in C is said to be satu-
rating if a diamond of the form
X
f
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
X
f   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
Y
is right saturated.
In the total context, saturating morphisms are regular epimorphisms,
while in the pointed context all morphisms are saturating. The fol-
lowing lemma gives a connection between some regular diamonds and
saturating regular epimorphisms.
Lemma 2.3. In a regular multi-pointed category C, the following are
equivalent:
(a) any regular epimorphism is saturating;
(b) any regular diamond of the form
X
f
    ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
e
~~~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
Z
g     ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
Y
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
Y
(1)
is right saturated.
Proof. (a)⇒ (b). Consider the following diagram
∆∗X

θ // Eq(e)∗

f ′ // ∆∗Y

X X
f // //
e

Y
X e
// // Z g
// // Y
where the bottom right square can be seen as a regular diamond of the
form (1). By assumption, since any regular epimorphism is saturating,
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the composite f ′θ is a regular epimorphism. This implies that f ′ is a
regular epimorphism, as desired.
(b) ⇒ (a). Conversely, given a regular epimorphism f : X ։ Y , the
right saturation property obviously implies that f is saturating. 
Under the assumption that any regular diamond of the form (1) is left
saturated, the following lemma gives a characterization of star-regular
categories
Lemma 2.4. In a regular multi-pointed category (C,N ) withN -kernels,
with coequalisers of kernels stars and such that any regular diamond of
the form (1) is left saturated, the following are equivalent:
(1) (C,N ) is a star-regular category;
(2) an arrowm : U → V is a monomorphism if and only if Eq(m)∗ =
∆∗U = Eq(1U)
∗.
Proof. (1) =⇒ (2). We recall the proof of this implication given in [9].
Let us then assume (1). It is obvious that if an arrow m : U → V
is a monomorphism, then Eq(m)∗ = ∆∗U . For the converse, first
note that since C is a star-regular category, the correspondence Θ :
KernelPairs−→ KernelStars mapping any kernel pair Eq(f) in C to its
corresponding star Eq(f)∗ is a bijection. Then, by the injectivity of Θ,
Eq(m)∗ = ∆∗U implies that Eq(m) = ∆U and thus, m is a monomor-
phism.
(2) =⇒ (1). It suffices to prove that any regular epimorphism is a
coequaliser of a star. Let f : A ։ B be a regular epimorphism and
consider the following commutative diagram
Eq(f)∗
τ

//// A
f // //
q

B
∆∗A/Eq(f)∗
////
α

A/Eq(f)∗ m
// B
Eq(m)∗ //// A/Eq(f)∗ m
// B
where q is a coequaliser of the kernel star Eq(f)∗ ⇒ A of f , m is
the induced arrow such that mq = f . The arrow m is then a regular
epimorphism and it remains to prove thatm is a monomorphism. Since
we assume that any regular diamond of the form (1) is left saturated
in C, the composite ατ is a regular epimorphism. This implies that α
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is a regular epimorphism as well, thus an isomorphism. It follows that
Eq(m)∗ = ∆∗A/Eq(f)∗ and, by assumption, m is a monomorphism. 
Definition 2.5. A regular multi-pointed category (C,N ) with N -kernels
and with coequalisers of kernel stars is said to satisfy the property (∗)
if the following condition holds in C:
for any kernel star Eq(f)∗ // // A with coequaliser f : A→ A/Eq(f)∗,
and for any other kernel star Eq(g)∗ // // A such that
Eq(f)∗ ⊆ Eq(g)∗, then f(Eq(g)∗) // // A/Eq(f)∗ is a kernel star.
Eq(g)∗

// // f(Eq(g)∗)

Eq(f)∗
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
// // A
f
// // A/Eq(f)∗
We have the connection between some regular diamonds and the
property (∗) in the following
Proposition 2.6. The following conditions are equivalent in a star-
regular category C.
(a) C satisfies the property (∗);
(b) any regular diamond of the form (1) is left saturated.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b). Consider the following diagram
Eq(f)∗
f1

f2

m

Eq(g)∗
g1 //
g2
//
f ′

A
g // //
f

C
f(Eq(g)∗)
r1 //
r2
// B q
// // C
where the right-hand square is a regular diamond of the form (1). We
are going to prove that it is left saturated, i.e. f(Eq(g)∗) ∼= Eq(q)∗.
For this, we consider the kernel star Eq(f)∗ ⇒ A of f . The fact that
qf = g gives us the induced monomorphism m. Then, by the assump-
tion (a), f(Eq(g)∗)
r1 //
r2
// B is a kernel star. Moreover, since f ′ is a
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regular epimorphism and g is the coequaliser of (g1, g2), q is the co-
equaliser of (r1, r2). The fact that in a star-regular category any kernel
star is the kernel star of its coequaliser allows us to conclude that
f(Eq(g)∗) ∼= Eq(q)∗.
(b) =⇒ (a). Conversely, let us first consider the triangle of the diagram
here above where Eq(f)∗, Eq(g)∗ are kernel stars and m is a mono-
morphism. The arrows f and g are coequalisers of Eq(f)∗ and Eq(g)∗,
respectively, and (r1, r2)f
′ is the factorisation (regular epimorphism,
monic-star) of the star (fg1, fg2). Since gf1 = gf2, we have the in-
duced arrow q such that qf = g which is then a regular epimorphism
since g is a regular epimorphism. We so construct the right-hand square
of the diagram here above which is a regular diamond of the form (1).
Accordingly, by (b), this regular diamond is left saturated and this
implies that f(Eq(g)∗) ∼= Eq(q)∗ the kernel star of q. 
In both the pointed and the total contexts, any regular diamond of
the form (1) is left saturated. Indeed, by Lemma 2.6. in [6], since the
left hand side square of this diagram
Eq(g)∗
g1 //
g2
//
f ′

A
g // //
f

C
Eq(q)∗
r1 //
r2
// B q
// // C
is a star-pullback, this easily follows from the fact that regular epimor-
phisms are pullback-stable in the pointed context, whereas they are
joint-pullback stable in the total context. This implies that the prop-
erty (∗) is always satisfied in both the pointed and the total contexts.
Definition 2.7. Let C be a star-regular category. For any kernel star
κ : Eq(f)∗ //// A with coequaliser f : A → A/Eq(f)∗, and any mono-
morphism m : M → A, we define their “asymmetric join”
Eq(f)∗ 0AM = f
−1(f(M))
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as the subobject κ 0Am : Eq(f)
∗
0AM → A of A in the following pull-
back
M
m
$$
'' ''&&▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼
Eq(f)∗ 0AM
❴
✤
κ 0Am

// // f(M)
f(m)

Eq(f)∗ //// A
f
// // A/Eq(f)∗
This concept appears in the total context in [15], while in the pointed
context it appears in [16]. Note that in the pointed context, when C is a
normal category, then for any kernel k : K → A with cokernel f : A→
A/K, and any monomorphism m : M → A, K 0AM = f
−1(f(M))
is a subobject of A containing both K and M . In particular, when
C is a semi-abelian category [11], i.e. a pointed, exact, protomodular
category with binary coproducts, K 0AM = f
−1(f(M)) is exactly the
supremum of K and M (as subobjects of A). Indeed, let L be another
subobject of A containing both K and M and consider the following
diagram
K 0AM
""
))
M //

oo f(M)
✤
✤
✤
✤
K
n //
OO
L
l

p // f(L)

K
k
// A
f
// A/K
where the vertical dotted arrow come from the fact that regular epi-
morphisms are orthogonal under monomorphisms. One can verify that
the monomorphism n is in fact the kernel of the normal epimorphism
p and the protomodularity of C allows us to assert that the bottom
right-hand square is a pullback (see for instance section 2.3 (PM0) in
[11]). This implies the existence of the diagonal dotted arrow.
In the following two propositions, we use the terminology of Mac
Lane and Birkhoff in their book Algebra [14].
We may now state the diamond isomorphism theorem:
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Proposition 2.8. [Diamond isomorphism theorem] Let C be a star-
regular category, κ : Eq(f)∗ // // A a kernel star and m : M → A a
monomorphism. There is an isomorphism
M
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (M ×M))∗
∼=
Eq(f)∗ 0AM
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ ((Eq(f)∗ 0AM)× (Eq(f)∗ 0AM)))∗
of subobjects of A/Eq(f)∗. The diamond isomorphism theorem may be
summarized in the diagram below
Eq(f)∗ 0AM
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
❞❞❞❞
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ ((Eq(f)∗ 0AM)× (Eq(f)
∗
0AM)))
∗
❩❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩❩
M
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (M ×M))∗
Proof. In order to prove this isomorphism, we are going to show that
both
(κ ∩ (κ 0Am))
∗ : (Eq(f)∗ ∩ ((Eq(f)∗ 0AM)× (Eq(f)
∗
0AM)))
∗ //// Eq(f)∗ 0AM
and
(κ ∩m)∗ : (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (M ×M))∗ //// M are kernel stars with the same
quotient. For this, let us set L = (Eq(f)∗∩ (M ×M))∗, T = (Eq(f)∗∩
((Eq(f)∗ 0AM)× (Eq(f)
∗
0AM)))
∗ and then consider the following di-
agram
L
(κ ∩m)∗
////
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
$$
M
f ′
&& &&%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
m
$$
T
(κ ∩ (κ 0Am))
∗
// //
l

Eq(f)∗ 0AM
f ′′ // //
m′′

f(M)
m′

Eq(f)∗
κ //// A
f
// // A/Eq(f)∗
where f is the coequaliser of its kernel star Eq(f)∗. It is easy to check
that
(κ ∩ (κ 0Am))
∗ : T //// Eq(f)∗ 0AM is the kernel star of fm
′′ = m′f ′′
and since m′ is a monomorphism, we conclude that it is the kernel star
of the regular epimorphism f ′′. The star-regularity of C allows us to
assert that f ′′ is the coequaliser of T //// Eq(f)∗ 0AM . Accordingly,
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f(M) ∼=
Eq(f)∗ 0AM
T
as subobjects of A/Eq(f)∗.
In the same way, (κ ∩m)∗ : L //// M is the kernel star of the regu-
lar epimorphism f ′, then f ′ is the coequaliser of (κ ∩m)∗ : L //// M .
Thus f(M) ∼=
M
L
as subobjects of A/Eq(f)∗. 
In the pointed context, in a normal category C, if k : K → A is a
kernel, m : M → A a monomorphism, then the diamond isomorphism
theorem asserts that
M
K ∩M
∼=
K 0AM
K ∩ (K 0AM)
Moreover, since K ⊂ K 0AM , then K ∩ (K 0AM) = K, and we find
the well-known diamond isomorphism theorem
M
K ∩M
∼=
K 0AM
K
A non-pointed version of the diamond isomorphism theorem was
given in [15].
Proposition 2.9. [Double quotient isomorphism theorem] Let (C,N )
be a star-regular category satisfying the property (∗). Then for two
kernel stars Eq(f)∗ // // A , Eq(g)∗ // // A such that Eq(f)∗ ⊆ Eq(g)∗,
the isomorphism
A/Eq(g)∗ ∼=
A/Eq(f)∗
f(Eq(g)∗)
holds in C.
Proof. Consider the following diagram
Eq(f)∗
f1

f2

m

Eq(g)∗
g1 //
g2
//
f ′

A
g // //
f

A/Eq(g)∗
f(Eq(g)∗)
r1 //
r2
// A/Eq(f)∗ q
// // A/Eq(g)∗
where f and g are coequalisers of their kernel stars Eq(f)∗ // // A and
Eq(g)∗ // // A respectively, q the induced arrow such that qf = g and
(r1, r2)f
′ the factorisation (regular epimorphism, monic-star) of the star
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(fg1, fg2). Assuming that the property (∗) is satisfied, it follows that
f(Eq(g)∗)
r1 //
r2
// A/Eq(f)∗ is a kernel star. Moreover, since g is a regu-
lar epimorphism, then q is a regular epimorphism as well and one checks
that q is in fact the coequaliser of (fg1, fg2) = (r1f
′, r2f
′). Hence q
is the coequaliser of (r1, r2) since f
′ is a regular epimorphism and g is
the coequaliser of (g1, g2). Finally, we have the desired isomorphism
A/Eq(g)∗ ∼=
A/Eq(f)∗
f(Eq(g)∗)
. 
In the pointed context, if C is a normal category, then for two normal
monomorphisms k : K → A, l : L→ A such that K ⊆ L, we have:
A/L ∼=
A/K
f(L)
where f is a cokernel of the kernel K → A. Moreover, it is easy to
verify that f(L) ∼= L/K. Then we find the well-known double quotient
isomorphism theorem in a normal category [5]. A non-pointed version
of the double quotient isomorphism theorem appears in [15].
3. The Zassenhaus Lemma
Definition 3.1. Let C be a star-regular category.
1. We define an “asymmetric join” of a kernel star κ : Eq(f)∗ //// A
with coequaliser f : A→ A/Eq(f)∗, and a star τ : R // // A by
setting
Eq(f)∗ 0AR = f
−1(f(R))∗
which is the star κ 0A τ : Eq(f)
∗
0AR ⇒ A, obtained in the
following in a star-pullback
R

τ

$$❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
'' ''
Eq(f)∗ 0AR
❴
✤
κ 0A τ

// // f(R)
f(τ)

A
f
// // A/Eq(f)∗
2. Moreover, if C has pushouts of regular epimorphisms, then for
two kernel stars Eq(f)∗ //// A and Eq(g)∗ //// A on a same
object A, we define their supremum as kernel stars
Eq(f)∗ ∨A Eq(g)
∗ = Eq(g)∗ ∨A Eq(f)
∗
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to be the smallest kernel star on A containing both the kernel
stars Eq(f)∗ and Eq(g)∗. Eq(f)∗ ∨A Eq(g)
∗ is the kernel star
of the arrow q = g′f = f ′g defined by the following pushout
Eq(f)∗ ∨ Eq(g)∗
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
Eq(g)∗

oo
Eq(f)∗ ////
OO
A
f // //
g

q
&& &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼ A/Eq(f)∗
g′

A/Eq(g)∗
f ′
// // D
❴✤
Let C be a category with a good theory of ideals [7] i.e. a star-regular
category where kernel stars are stable under regular images, then for
two kernel stars Eq(f)∗ ⇒ A and Eq(g)∗ ⇒ A in C, we have that
Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)
∗ = Eq(f)∗∨AEq(g)
∗ = Eq(g)∗∨AEq(f)
∗ = Eq(g)∗ 0AEq(f)
∗.
The following lemma is crucial to prove the Zassenhaus Lemma in
a star-regular category. For the pointed version of this lemma, see
Theorem 5.1. in [16].
Lemma 3.2. Let C be a star-regular category satisfying the property
(∗). Then for two kernel stars κ : Eq(f)∗ //// A , σ : Eq(g)∗ // // U
and a monomorphism u : U → A such that (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ ⊆
Eq(g)∗, we have that Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)
∗ // // Eq(f)∗ 0A U is a kernel star
and
Eq(f)∗ 0A U
Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)∗
∼=
U
Eq(g)∗
Proof. Consider the following diagram
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Eq(g)∗
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
// //
σ

f ′(Eq(g)∗)

◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)
∗

// // f ′(Eq(g)∗)

(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉

(κ∩u)∗
//// U
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
u

f ′ // // f(U)

◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
Eq(f)∗ 0A U
κ 0A u

// // f(U)

Eq(f)∗
κ //// A
f // //
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙ A/Eq(f)
∗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
A
f
// // A/Eq(f)∗
where the bottom square and the bottom front square of the outer
cube are pullbacks. By the uniqueness of the factorisation of a star
as a regular epimorphism followed by a monic-star, we have the iso-
morphism f(Eq(g)∗) ∼= f ′(Eq(g)∗) as stars on A/Eq(f)∗. This implies
that the front diagram of the outer cube is a star-pullback by Defi-
nition 3.1.1. Then, the upper front square is a star-pullback as well.
Since (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ //// U is a kernel star of the regular epi-
morphism f ′ then, by the property (∗), f ′(Eq(g)∗) //// f(U) is again
a kernel star. Thus Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)
∗ //// Eq(f)∗ 0A U is the kernel
star of the diagonal Eq(f)∗ 0A U −→ f(U) −→
f(U)
f(Eq(g)∗)
which is
a regular epimorphism as a composite of two regular epimorphisms.
Moreover, the double quotient isomorphism theorem gives us the iso-
morphism
f(U)
f ′(Eq(g)∗)
∼=
U
Eq(g)∗
. By the star-regularity of C, we finally
have
Eq(f)∗ 0A U
Eq(f)∗ 0AEq(g)∗
∼=
f(U)
f(Eq(g)∗)
∼=
U
Eq(g)∗
.

Theorem 3.3 (Zassenhaus’s Lemma). Let C be a star-regular category
with pushouts of regular epimorphisms and satisfying the property (∗).
Then, for two kernel stars κ : Eq(f)∗ //// U , σ : Eq(g)∗ //// V and
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two monomorphisms u : U → A, v : V → A, we have the isomorphisms
Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
Eq(f)∗ 0U((Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗)
∼=
U ∩ V
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
∼=
Eq(g)∗ 0V (U ∩ V )
Eq(g)∗ 0V ((Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗)
Proof. First of all, let us construct M = (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V
(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗. For this, consider the diagram
M
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚ (Eq(g)
∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
(σ∩u′)∗

oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ // Eq(g)∗

(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗
(κ∩v′)∗
////

OO✤
✤
✤
✤
U ∩ V
u′ //
v′

V
v

Eq(f)∗
κ // // U u
// A
where the bottom right square is a pullback by definition of intersection
of monomorphisms and both the bottom left and top right squares are
star-pullbacks. This implies that both (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ // // U ∩ V
and (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ //// U ∩ V are kernel stars. By Definition
3.1.2., we have the existence of M //// U ∩ V which is a kernel star of
the regular epimorphism q obtained in the following pushout
U ∩ V
f1 // //
g1

q
&& &&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
f(U ∩ V )
g1

g(U ∩ V )
f1
// // T
(2)
where the regular epimorphisms f1 and g1 are the coequalisers of
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ //// U ∩ V
and of
(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ //// U ∩ V ,
respectively. Thus, we have T ∼=
U ∩ V
M
.
On one hand, we have the kernel stars Eq(f)∗ //// U , M //// U ∩ V
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and the monomorphism U∩V → U such that (Eq(f)∗∩(V ×V ))∗ ⊆ M .
By applying Lemma 3.2., one obtains the kernel star
Eq(f)∗ 0UM
//// Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
and the isomorphism
U ∩ V
M
∼= T ∼=
Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
Eq(f)∗ 0UM
On the other hand, in the same way, we have the kernel stars Eq(g)∗ //// V ,
M // // U ∩ V and the monomorphisms U ∩ V → V , (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U ×
U))∗ → M . According to Lemma 3.2., Eq(g)∗ 0VM
// // Eq(g)∗ 0V (U ∩ V )
is a kernel star and
U ∩ V
M
∼= T ∼=
Eq(g)∗ 0V (U ∩ V )
Eq(g)∗ 0VM

If in addition C has pushouts of regular epimorphisms along mono-
morphisms as needed in [15] (in this case C has pushouts of regular
epimorphisms along any morphism), then let us consider the induced
monomorphism y′ : U ∩ V ֌ Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V ) and the diagram
U ∩ V //
y′ //
g1

Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
g′1

f ′ // // f(U ∩ V )
g1

g(U ∩ V )
y′′
// Z
f ′′
// // T.
where the left-hand rectangle is the pushout of y′ and g1 and the
outer rectangle is the pushout (2). This implies that the right-hand
rectangle is a pushout as well. Take the regular image along y′ of
(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ //// U ∩ V the kernel star of the regular epimor-
phism g1, thus g
′
1 is a coequaliser of
(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗ //// Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V ) .
Furthermore, let us set L = (Eq(f)∗∩(Eq(f)∗ 0U(U∩V )×Eq(f)
∗
0U(U∩
V )))∗, then L // // Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V ) is the kernel star of the regular
epimorphism f ′. Finally, it is clear that Eq(f)∗ 0UM is exactly the
“supremum” of L and (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U ×U))∗ (as stars on Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩
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V )) obtained by taking the kernel star of the diagonal in the right-
hand pushout of regular epimorphisms f ′ and g′1 above) required in the
non-pointed version of Zassenhaus Lemma given in [15].
Remark 3.4. When C is a category with a good theory of ideals (then C
has pushouts of regular epimorphisms and obviously satisfies the prop-
erty (∗)), in this case, one has that
Eq(f)∗ 0UM =Eq(f)
∗
0U((Eq(f)
∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)
∗ ∩ (U × U))∗)
∼=Eq(f)∗ 0U(Eq(g)
∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
and that
Eq(g)∗ 0VM =Eq(g)
∗
0V ((Eq(f)
∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)
∗ ∩ (U × U))∗)
∼=Eq(g)∗ 0V (Eq(f)
∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗.
The Zassenhaus Lemma then take the following form, which is similar
to the classical one in group theory
Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
Eq(f)∗ 0U(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
∼=
U ∩ V
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗ ∨U∩V (Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
∼=
Eq(g)∗ 0V (U ∩ V )
Eq(g)∗ 0V (Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗
Corollary 3.5. In the pointed context, let C be a normal category
with pushouts of regular epimorphisms. Let K −→ U, L −→ V be two
kernels and U −→ A, V −→ A be two monomorphisms, then we have
the isomorphisms
K 0U(U ∩ V )
K 0U((K ∩ V ) ∨U∩V (L ∩ U))
∼=
U ∩ V
(K ∩ V ) ∨U∩V (L ∩ U)
∼=
L 0V (U ∩ V )
L 0V ((K ∩ V ) ∨U∩V (L ∩ U))
When C is an ideal determined category [12], the isomorphisms
K 0U((K ∩ V ) ∨U∩V (L ∩ U)) ∼= K 0U(L ∩ U)
and
L 0V ((K ∩ V ) ∨U∩V (L ∩ U)) ∼= L 0V (K ∩ V )
hold in C and then we get the Zassenhaus Lemma given in [16].
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The Zassenhaus Lemma is summarized in the diagram
A
B C
U
f
OO
u
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
T V
g
OO
v
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
f(U ∩ V )
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
g1
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
g(U ∩ V )
<<②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②
f1
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
Eq(f)∗ 0U(U ∩ V )
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
OO
t1
<<②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②
Eq(g)∗ 0V (U ∩ V )
t2
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
OO
<<②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②
U ∩ V
y′
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
f1
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
q
OO
g1
<<②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②②② x′
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
Eq(f)∗ 0UM
OO OO
Eq(g)∗ 0VM
OO OO
Eq(f)∗
OO OO
M
OO OO
y
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘ x
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
Eq(g)∗
OO OO
(Eq(f)∗ ∩ (V × V ))∗
v1
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘ h1
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
(Eq(g)∗ ∩ (U × U))∗
h2
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘ u1
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
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